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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose the notion of material
programming as a future design practice for computational
composites. Material programming would be a way for the
interaction designer to better explore the dynamic potential
of computational materials at hand and through that
familiarity be able to compose more sophisticated and
complex temporal forms in their designs. The contribution
of the paper is an analysis of qualities that we find a
material programming practice would and should support:
designs grounded in material properties and experiences,
embodied programming practice, real-time on-site
explorations, and finally a reasonable level of complexity in
couplings between input and output. We propose material
programming knowing that the technology and materials
are not entirely ready to support this practice yet, however,
we are certain they will be and that the interaction design
community will need to find new ways of relating to such
computational materials.
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INTRODUCTION

weight, color, acoustics) but additionally they are capable
of sensing (detect changes in their surroundings or
structure), actuating (conditionally assume more than one
state), and computation. Development within smart
materials, graphene transistors, nanotubes etc. makes these
kinds of materials theoretically possible already today albeit
not yet practically available [1, 2, 10, 23, 25]. Thus, what
would a form-giving practice with such materials look like?
How would we be able to familiarize ourselves with their
dynamics and different combinations of cause and effect?
Which tools would we need and what would they look like?
Will we still ‘program’ them through detached laptops or
will the programming happen closer to the materials at
hand? Obviously, we could just wait and see what happens
but current development from the world of tangible and
material computing makes the question relevant already
today. Are UniMorphs [7], for instance, best programmed
in a classic programming environment or could we invent
tools closer to their mode of expression?
In this paper we will outline a new research program, which
will float between imagined futures and the development of
a material programming practice. If “[e]very object made
by man is the embodiment of what is at once thinkable and
possible” [13, p. 17] we here try to push the boundaries of
what is thinkable. We therefore start this paper by
envisioning what a material programming practice could be
like, inspired by a kinesthetic creative interaction design

In the not too distant future computational composites will
be everyday design material [cf. 33]. By computational
composites we refer to materials that hold classic material
qualities (e.g. structural durability, flexibility, transparency,
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Figure 1. Illustration of the embodied practice of
programming a shape-changing material.

practice [30, 31] (see Figure 1). We illustrate the envisioned
practice through the exploration of a set of programming
tools, and apply them to a shape-changing material and a
color changing material respectively. We then take a step
back to analyze the material programming practice in light
of programming practices and design installations available
today. Specifically, we relate the material programming
practice to the non-textual programming practices of visual
programming, tangible programming, and programming by
example, and we explore what the practice would look like
if used on existing installations and materials. We then
finalize the paper with a discussion of four qualities of a
material programming practice: real-time on-site
explorations, designs grounded in material properties and
experiences, embodied programming practice, and finally a
reasonable level of complexity of coupling of input and
output. The research contribution of this paper is thus the
proposal of a future material programming practice and an
analysis of the qualities we deem key to such practice.
ENVISIONING MATERIAL PROGRAMMING

Material programming would be a practice that
complements traditional crafting of physical form with the
crafting of temporal form [cf. 34] and interactive behavior.
This would happen primarily in the material realm to
minimize the distance between programming and execution
– between properties and experiences – with tools that
exploit temporal and interactive form giving aspects.
Stay Within the Material Realm

With a continuous interweaving of complex computational
technologies and materials over the coming decade [1, 23,
25, 33] it becomes pertinent to develop a programming
practice that enables the designer to stay within the material
realm when designing interactive artifacts. Central to the
practice of interaction design is the crafting of relations or
couplings between user actions and artifact functions. Thus,
to design interactive artifacts requires an understanding of
the potential of the dynamics between sensory mechanisms
and actuating mechanisms in the materials. It is a matter of
“getting a feel” for the potential compositions of cause and
effect. Gaining such understanding, however, is only really
possible through explorations with the materials at hand [cf.
32]. Thus, we envision a programming practice that enables
the designer to both stay in the material realm when
designing and to have easy access to exploring and
experience the outcome of different compositions. Further,
staying within the material realm minimizes the distance
between programming and execution, thereby giving the
designer (programmer) access to real-time on-site
experiences of causes and effects. That immediacy bridges
the intellectual and physical gaps of other detached
programming practices and provides an opportunity for
kinesthetic creativity.
Tools that Exploit Temporal Formgiving Aspects

We envision a material programming practice around
physical tools. Each tool would incorporate a specific
function designed not from a programming perspective but

Figure 2. Three sketches of tools for material programming.
From left: the Force tool, the Color tool, and the Select tool.

from a design perspective (e.g. as in Figure 2). Meaning,
the tools would be designed from the designer’s point of
view, and support the practice of composing different
expressions and interactions. By limiting the scope for each
tool’s action space it is possible to create rather
sophisticated tools exactly because the context is known
[16]. Further, the material programming tools need not be
available to novices. They can require some learning and
expertise since we can assume that professional interaction
designers are able to invest the time and effort needed.
Essentially, we imagine a future design practice where we
use traditional material tools and machines to develop the
physical form of the designs and the material programming
tools to develop the temporal form [cf. 32].
We see three types of benefits from a material
programming practice; one is about the practice of design
of the future Internet of Things (IoT) and other
computational artifacts, the other is about an expansion and
sophistication of the expression space within interaction
design, and the third is the possibility to invite non
technological savvy designers into the domain of designing
IoT and other computational artifacts. With tools in hand
working directly with the material the designer would be
able to achieve an embodied sense of the interactive and
expressive properties. Thus, instead of designing cause and
effect on a detached desktop it would happen on site (see
Figure 1). We believe this would not only enhance the
experience of the design practice and broaden the scope of
participants, but also influence the quality of the outcome.
With the designer having a better sense of the design space
the resulting expressions are likely to become more
sophisticated. With the designer truly able to explore the
potential of a new material, that potential is far more likely
to also be utilized.
Material programming would easily be limiting if it were to
stand-alone. We envision a seamless integration with more

complex back-end algorithms and databases when needed
(e.g. cloud-based IoT). In that sense, material programming
can be seen as a sort of interface programming, however, in
some cases there may not be any back-end at all.
MATERIAL PROGRAMMING IN PRACTICE

In this section we present a few sketches of tools that we
envision to be used for programming computational
composite materials. In order to convey the functionality
and use of these tools, we assume the existence of two very
particular computational composites: one shape-changing
material that can sense levels of CO2, and one colorchanging material that can sense changes of proximity in
the surroundings. Through speculating and enacting the
practice of shaping the behavior of these two composites,
we discuss what material programming for interaction
designers could look like in practice.
The three material programming tools that we currently
envision are a Select tool, a Force tool, and a Color tool
(see Figure 2). The Select tool is used to indicate which
area of the material is to be subjected to the programming,
but it can be further used for copying and pasting a
programmed area to other areas. It is a generic tool, which
means that it can be used for all materials with the same
computational composition. The Force tool is a dedicated
tool for shape-changing materials, and used to program the
shape-changing behavior with respect to when, where and
how force should be applied in the material. The Color tool
is a dedicated tool that is used to explore and program the
color and intensity changes in color-changing materials.

moving the tool away from the material will automatically
‘disconnect’ the embedded computers and the tools.
In the two cases below we work with simplified setups as
means to open up for the idea of material programming
rather than as an attempt of exhausting the design space. In
both cases we envision sensors embedded in the materials,
which react to their immediate surrounding (CO2 detection
and proximity sensing). Presenting materials with these
sensory abilities allows us to show how interaction
designers can use their own bodily input while
programming, to emphasize the bodily skill in the
programming practice. As mentioned above we see a
distinct potential for working with these materials and their
programming as a sort of front-end while having more
general computational power and memory, and textual
programming as a back-end elsewhere.
First Case: Programming a Shape-Changing Material

In the first case we program a computational composite that
has shape-changing abilities and senses the CO2 levels in its
proximity. What we are programming will thus be the
relation between the local CO2 levels and a resulting shape
change of the material. We imagine this computational
composite to be used in interior design and architecture, for
instance in interactive walls or in furniture (e.g. Figure 1).

To minimize the distance between programming and
execution, the tools work on the material by wirelessly
connecting to the embedded computation in the material.
The material is activated when the tools are brought in close
proximity to them. This allows for exchanging information
from the tool to the material and vice versa. Similarly,

The first step of programming this material is to select the
area that should change its shape, which is done by
brushing the Select tool over the desired area, however
small or big (Figure 3). This allows different areas of the
material to change shape differently. (See video:
https://youtu.be/0u7DJ-Hxd5s). Hereafter the designer can
use the Force tool independently of input, if so wished, to
explore the expression space of the shape-changes in the
material (See Figure 4). This sketch of the Force tool
consists of two sliders that can be used to indicate the
direction of the applied force [35], as the directions in

Figure 3. Sketch of the Select tool used on a shape-changing
material.

Figure 4. Sketch of the Force tool used for programming a
shape-changing material.

which the tool points correspond with the direction of the
shape change. The sliders are operated directly with the
hands and the tool is responsive to the pressure applied
(pace of the fingers), which is then translated into the
strength of the force in the material (pace of shape-change).
Playing around with different forces applied to the selected
area, the designer is able to get a feeling of the shape
changing qualities of the material, and the relation between
the actions with the Force tool and the material reaction.
Since one (continuous) swipe on the Force tool only results
in one (continuous) movement in the material, the tool also
allows for layers of forces, making it possible to compose
more intricate forms of shape-change.
Afterwards the designer (or designers) can use the same
tool concurrent with increasing the CO2 concentration at the
desired areas of the material. This does not have to be the
same area as the current ‘selected area’ – the scope of the
tool can be set on the tool. Again the designer can play
around with different reaction patterns – whether it should
be a simple action-reaction or if an increase in CO2 should
result in more elaborate shape-changing patterns. Finally,
when the designer has found a desired relation between
expression and interaction gestalt the Select tool can be
used to copy and paste this to other parts of the material –
or another piece of the material if needed.
Second Case: Programming a Color-Changing Material

In the second case we program a computational composite
that senses proximity and is capable of color-change on
demand. Applications for such material could be used for
furniture, distance indicators in public areas or as
interactive facades in museums or shopping environments
(see video: https://youtu.be/0u7DJ-Hxd5s).
As in the previous case, the designer first uses the Select
tool to indicate which area is to be designed. Then the
designer uses the Color tool to program the color change. In
this sketch the tool has a color wheel that can be rotated
from the side, and used as touchpad from above, to explore
and set the desired range of output colors of the material –
just as it can adopt a color from somewhere in the
surroundings. Specifically, the designer can control which
color will appear in which intensity, and in particular the
tempo of transitions between colors and/or intensities. As in
the previous case the designer can play around with
different expressions independent of input. Easily getting a
real-time experience of the expression space. Subsequently
the designer can introduce the correlation between
expressions and input – again by concurrently stimulate the
sensors in a chosen area and use the Color tool to compose
the corresponding color-changing pattern (See Figure 5).
This allows the exploration of the temporal qualities and
abilities of the computational composite. Similar to the
sketch of the Force tool it is also possible here to add layers
on top of each other, or in sequence, for composing more
intricate expressions.

Figure 5. Sketch of the Color tool used on a color-changing
material in combination with a proximity input.

Programming materials with these tools can thus be akin to
enacting a composed dance or gradually shaping forms in
clay. Depending on the designer’s experience it can be a
craft-like explorative practice or a meticulously composed
design practice. The more experience, the more intricate
expressions the designer will be able to compose. The key
to this is the open-endedness of the tools and the real-time
reaction to input.
MATERIAL PROGRAMMING
TEXTUAL PROGRAMMING

IN

LIGHT

OF

NON-

Until this point we have envisioned and sketched out a
material programming practice, inspired by kinesthetic
creative interaction design practice [30, 31]. We will now
provide an analysis of existing non-textual programming
practices as means to establish a base for the qualities we
wish to see in a material programming practice.
Programming Computers

In most cases the default mode of programming computers
is textual, meaning sequences of ASCII characters (program
code) are compiled into machine code or interpreted on the
fly. The program code must follow the rules of the
programming language for a successful execution, and the
programmer must thus be familiar with these rules.
The expressive power of a programming language is
constrained by its underlying execution model. Some
programming languages, like for example C, have an
executional model close to the Von Neuman architecture of
the target computational hardware. These languages enable
complex structures of variables and data in multiple layers
to be manipulated by algorithms expressed as sequences of

actions. Other languages, like LISP and PROLOG, have
execution models based on abstract machines (typically run
on an interpreter on top of a Von Neuman like architecture).
This make them especially suited for logic, natural
language communication, and artificial intelligence [cf. 6].
A computer program’s expressive power – its level of
abstraction, potential complexity, and the kind of problems
it can solve – is thus formed by the rules of the language
and the execution model it builds on.
There are alternatives to textual programming languages,
which typically differ in how the rules of the language are
learned and applied, but also in their expressive power.
Most common among those are visual programming [cf. 15,
20, 27], tangible programming [cf. 9, 14], and
programming-by-example [cf. 19, 21]. For each we will
analyze their advantages and disadvantages for the purpose
of understanding the potential qualities and pitfalls of a
material programming practice.
Visual Programming

Visual Programming environments have been developed as
means to lower the threshold for programming in certain
contexts. Visual programming works through replacing
textual code with visual notations (i.e. 2D representations)
and tools as means to construct software. Thus, visual
programming utilizes people’s ability to easily recognize
and work with visual patterns, and thereby minimizes the
need for learning and working with textual syntaxes.
One of the first visual programming systems was William
"Bert" Sutherland´s Graphical Program Editor from 1966
[28]. This was implemented as a modification of the first
interactive graphical editor Sketchpad, made by his brother
Ivan Sutherland some years before (see Figure 6). Since
then, a number of visual programming systems have been
built, both for professional software developers (e.g.
ProGraph [27] and LabView [17]) and for novice
programmers (e.g. Scratch [12]).
LabView is a visual programming environment that allows
for building user interfaces of external hardware equipment
on personal computers (See Figure 7). The visual dataflow
representation matches the way interconnected hardware is
visualized by engineers, which makes it better suited than
textual representations. Max [20] is a visual programming
language popular among interaction designers, multimedia
designers, and in particular artists, to create installations
and interactive performance software. The programs or

Figure 6. Visual Programming using Sketchpad; Left: the
Sketchpad system in use. Right: a visual representation of the
mathematical expression "X = (A+B)/(B*C)" [28].

Figure 7. Screenshots of LabView; Left: Digital Thermometer
in execution. Right: Visual representation of illustrating data
flow diagrams for the Digital Thermometer [17]. (© N. I.)

patches that can be created in Max consist of building
blocks of objects on a visual canvas. Max is valued for its
interactivity and real-time synths and sounds. In
combination with its visual feedback during runtime this
allows for rapid iterative cycles of development.
LabView, Scratch and Max, all have a clear separation of
the visual code and where the code is executed, as seen in
the thermometer example, in Figure 7. On the other hand,
grid-based visual programming systems like Stagecast [26]
or AgentSheets [22] attempt to fuse the two as a way to
make the practice of programming even less abstract. In
these systems, a program consists of a set of rectangular
graphical elements that can be placed on a grid. Their
behavior is defined through a number of before-after rules.
The benefit of removing the divide between programming
and running the program is the removal of a level of
abstraction. While the visual code in the LabView could be
the code for a number of different user interfaces, the
concrete rules in Stagecast are specifically for these icons in
that particular configuration. Obviously, the downside is
exactly the same, namely that a program can only be used
for one particular context.
In the PIP (Programming with Interactive Pixels) system
[30] the grid-based approach is taken to its extreme. Here
interactivity is applied to a graphical user interface by
allowing the designer to directly paint pixels with built-in
behavior. As illustrated in Figure 8, a designer has painted a
toggle button that turns on the text "ON" when clicked on.
This is done by painting a combination of static white and
black pixels and pixels with inherent toggle behavior.
Since visual programming is beneficial to demonstrate the
logic of a system, it is often used to teach programming

Figure 8. Screenshot of Programming with Interactive Pixels
[30]. Here the designer has painted a toggle button that
turns on the text "ON" when clicked on.

eventually graduating to textual programming practices. An
example here is the CS50 introduction to computer science
courses at both Yale and Harvard, where Scratch is used in
the first week [11]. Further, visual programming is good in
aiding rapid development, in particular in the early stages.
This is partly due to the low threshold of changing the
logical structure of a program. This makes it easy to
experience multiple design alternatives in an explorative
manner. Further, the easy switching between a
programming mode and an execute mode enables the
designer to experience consequences of changes made.
The advantages of visual programming languages are also
their disadvantages. The ability to maintain an overview of
a system’s logic only holds as long as that logic is not too
complex. The restriction on the layers of abstraction
enables, as mentioned, relatively low threshold for
beginners and support easy explorations of alternative
designs. However, it inevitably also lowers the degree of
complexity possibly to compose in the programs. Thus,
visual programming is better suited for setting up simple
input and output relations than supporting complex
algorithms or multiple input/output relations.
Tangible Programming

Tangible programming environments use physical objects
to represent various programming elements, commands,
and flow control structures. Here, the manipulation and
arrangement in space of these objects are used to construct
an algorithm [cf. 14]. This technique for implementing a
programming language is primarily used in educational
settings, as the use of tangibles is often promoted to ease
the learning of syntax to children.
One of the earlier examples of a tangible programming
language were the AlgoBlocks [29], by Suzuki and Kato,
who actually coined the term ‘tangible programming’ (see
Figure 9). The AlgoBlock system consists of a collection of
interlocking aluminum computational building blocks of
approximately 15-cm sized cubes. It was intended for
children who can easily connect them to guide a submarine
through an underwater maze displayed on a computer
screen. Similarly, both Strawbies [9] and Tern [8] use
wooden tiles or blocks to program the actions of a virtual
character on screen (See Figure 9).

which also eliminates levels of abstraction. Yet, by relying
on physical manipulation, tangible programming is even
less abstract than visual programming, which means it is
even less capable of supporting development of complex
algorithms. The important advantage is, however, that just
like other tangible interfaces, this programming practice
references our experiences in the physical world [4].
Particularly, tangible programming relies on our familiarity
with manipulating artifacts and thereby it supports
spontaneous explorations as well as affords collaboration in
context [4]. Consequently both the potential action space
and the threshold for comprehending the action space are
lowered making it suitable for confined application areas
such as toys.
Programming by Example

Finally, programming by example is a programming
practice where the programmer demonstrates an algorithm
to a system by recording a set of actions through an
artifact/interface, which can then be played back in that
artifact/interface. Early systems such as Peridot [15] were
screen based, but programming by example also became
more common in tangible/physical systems since then. One
example is Topobo [21], which is a tangible assembly toy
that was targeted towards children between 5-13 years old,
as a way to develop their abilities of manipulating moving
structures and thus learning about natural laws and forces
applied to such systems (See Figure 10). Topobo comprises
of active (motorized) and passive (static) parts that can be
assembled in animal, geometric or abstract forms. By
manipulating these forms through pushing, pulling and
twisting parts, the child can demonstrate to the toy what to
record and program. This dynamic manipulation of the
structure can then be played back repeatedly [21].
Similarly, Bosu [19] is a design tool that offers kinetic
memory, the ability to record and play back motion in 3-D
space, for soft materials (See Figure 10). This moves
programing by example in the realm of shape-changing
interfaces and organic, flexible structures, or soft
materiality in TUI systems.
Programming by example is typically applied in situations
where the artifact is a one-off, accessible, and tangible, such
as in the design of shape-changing interfaces and robots.
Like visual and tangible programming, programming by

Similar to a visual programming, tangible programming
enables a visible and tangible organization of a program

Figure 9. Tangible programming; Left: AlgoBlocks [29].
Right: Strawbies [9]. (©Lawrence Erlbaum, ©Felix Hu)

Figure 10. Programming by example; Left: Topobo being
programmed [21]. Right: Direct manipulation of Bosu [19].

example has a low threshold for beginners and nontechnical disciplines. Further, its complete lack of
abstractions makes composing the behavior immediate.
There is no need for the designer to mentally translate
conditional (if-then-else, while, etc.) and temporal (statechanges, delays, etc.) constructs of a code into a behavioral
expression. The allure of programming by example in a
design context is how it allows designers to use their tacit
or bodily knowledge in a manner similar to how noncomputational products are designed. Compared to generic
programming environments, the type of behavioral
expressions that are possible to compose through
programming by example is constrained by what the
materials, actuators, and sensors in the artifact allow.
Programming is thus more akin to a craftsman’s dialogue
with materials than carrying out a designer’s conceptual
expression [cf. 24].
The three non-textual programming practices analyzed
above all support explorative practices by minimizing the
distance (mentally as well as physically) between
programming and execution. Visual programming and
tangible programming both work with a simple layer of
abstraction between the programming and the execution.
This enables the designer to create relatively complex
compositions of input and output, but in both cases it also
tends to remove the designer from the material at hand –
programming happens on screen or with tokens.
Programming by example, on the other hand, works directly
on the materials but it also provides a limited design space
for computational compositions since there is no layer of
abstraction. Studies of end-user-programming show that it
is possible to give non-textual programmers a high ceiling
action space as long as the perimeters and context are well
defined [16]. All three types of non-textual programming
help us understand the potential and limitations. Where they
are all aimed at the novice or so called end-user and thus
lower the threshold, we only partly wish to do so with
material programming. We wish to enforce the embodied
qualities, but accept some complexity in carrying out the
programming task as that can help raise the bar on the
complexity of the outcome.
MATERIAL PROGRAMMING IN LIGHT OF INTERACTIVE
INSTALLATIONS

As means to further investigate a material programming
practice beyond our imagined future computational
composites, we here take a look at how it would work on
three existing materials and designs. While material
programming might not only happen on ‘finished designs’
like the examples below, it is likely that the final
adjustments will happen in contexts like this.
Dune

Dune by Studio Roosegaarde [3] is an interactive landscape
installation that consists of a large number of flexible fibers
that can light up individually (Figure 11). The basic

Figure 11. Left: Dune, by Studio Roosegaarde [3]. Right:
Sketches of Lumen tools used on Dune.

behavior of the fibers is that they light up in relation to their
environmental sound, with soft sounds resulting in dimmed
light, and loud sounds resulting in bright light. Based on the
latest measured maximum value, the fibers remains lit in
the corresponding intensity for three seconds before they
fade out. Additionally, upon reaching a particular threshold
by, for example, a scream the fibers fade in and out three
times over a period of six seconds. Two other factors
influence the brightness of the light: the motion of the fibers
and people’s distance to the fibers. An increase in the
fiber’s motion results in an increase in brightness. Just as
the fibers light up steadily when someone walks next to the
installation. While these cause-and-effect relations
individually seen are rather simple, the combination results
in a complex and rich expression.
If we imagine that each fiber is an actual computational
composite, it becomes easy to see what a material
programming practice would look like on Dune. The main
temporal form dynamics in Dune is the change of
brightness in the light at the tip of the fiber. Thus a material
programming tool (the Lumen tool) would target the
brightness of the light – possibly with a slider-like
interaction controlling the lumen (See Figure 11). The
designer would use the tool while at the same time acting
the desired input (range of sounds, distances, and motions)
for that particular reaction. The in-situ design practice
allows for nuanced and sophisticated fine-tuning of the
expression. If the enactment of the input becomes too
complex to carry out in one go, we imagine it possible to
build up the cause and effects in layers over time. With
respect to the changes in brightness, we see a particular
strength for material programming here in expressing
different curvatures of fading-in and fading-out. For
example, the delay, the acceleration, and the frequency of
the fading behavior could be directly explored, perceived,
and programmed through expressive bodily actions with the
tools, inviting for a rapid iterative development. Further, the
different couplings between input and output could be
programmed individually and accumulated later, or inputs
could be programmed on top of already shaped behavior.

Figure 12. Left: Phototropia, by the Master of Advanced
Studies at CAAD [5]. Right: Sketches of Force tools used on
Phototropia.
Phototropia

Phototropia, developed in Master of Advanced Studies in
CAAD program at ETH Zurich [5], is an architectural
installation that consists of a combination of electro-active
polymers, electroluminescent displays, and thin-film solar
cells (See Figure 12). The displays and the solar cells are
mounted in the roof-like structure of the installation, where
the electro-active polymers are positioned at the bottom.
The polymers respond with a butterfly-like motion to user
presence.
What is interesting from a material programming practice
point of view, is to work with computational composites
that are not homogenous in their physical material and
naturally constrained by the way in which they are
materially constructed. For example, the electro-active
polymer is only able to move in one particular direction. To
design the temporal form of the composite then is to shape
the speed, frequency, acceleration, or reaction of a set
motion in relation to a sensed input. A materialprogramming tool for Phototropia could be the Force tool
where the pace of a hand movement is directly related to
the pace of the material. Besides exploring the material at
hand, the tool would also allow the designer to get a better
feel for its kinetic constraints.
Recurring Patterns

Recurring Patterns is the result of collaboration between the
Swedish School of Textiles and the furniture company Ire
Möbel [18]. This upholstered footstool is made with a
cotton fabric with interwoven conductive steel threads that
heat up when activated by electricity. The surface exhibits a
geometric pattern printed with thermo-chromic ink, in a
color palette of dark grey nuances that changes into a
variety of bright colors when heated (See Figure 13). Two
pressure sensors placed underneath the fabric serves as
input to activate the color changes.
Imagine this footstool programmed with material
programming tools. We assume the cotton fabric is a
computational composite that in different ways can react to
pressure with color change. For programming this smart
material, the Selection tool would be used for selecting
particular areas of the material surface that should exhibit
interactive properties. The designer can now explore
transitions between possible color and hue palettes of the

Figure 13. Left: Recurring Patterns, a footstool designed in
collaboration between Ire Möbel and the Swedish School of
Textiles [18]. Right: Sketches of a Select and a Color tool used
on the Recurring Patterns footstool.

material by a combination of tapping and rotating the color
tool (See Figure 13). Exploring the temporal form as well
as the hue and color of the changes can be done
independently of input enabling the designer to get a feel of
the expression space. Later the designer can explore the
amount of pressure applied on the material surface by
actually sitting, laying, or leaning on the stool and combine
this with desired output through simultaneously use the
tools. Material programming would here help the designers
deal with the complexity of composing the temporal forms
by working in a process that allows for a tight coupling
between the designers’ bodily actions with the tools and
footstool material. Thereby, supporting the shaping of
complex and elaborate interactive gestalts.
DISCUSSION

In this paper we propose the notion of material
programming as a future practice for designing
computational composites. It would be a way for designers
to explore and experience the dynamics of the materials at
hand. Through these experiences, we believe, they will
become capable of composing more sophisticated and
complex temporal forms in their designs. We propose this
practice knowing that the technology and materials are not
entirely ready to support it but we are convinced that they
could be in a not too distant future, if we work towards it.
The future material programming practice may not look like
the one proposed above so the contribution here is in
arguing for the qualities such practice should embody. In
light of existing programming practices and design
installations presented above we find four qualities key to
support in a future material programming practice: realtime on-site explorations, designs grounded in material
properties and experiences, embodied programming and
design practice, and finally a reasonable level of complexity
of coupling of input and output.
First, a material programming practice does not rely on any
direct representation of the programming actions performed
on the material, beyond the material itself. A material
programming practice thus unites the ‘programming’ and
‘running’ modes, while avoiding unnecessary abstractions
that could move the attention away from the material. The
tools we propose are meant to invite and enable the

interaction designer to explore the spectrum of possible
relations between action (input) and reaction (output) on the
material itself. The low threshold for exploring the design
space allows the designer to rapidly prototype a long range
of different expressions and interactions. The argument
being that the better the interaction designer knows the
material and tools at hand, the more sophisticated and
finished designs we can expect. As such, the tools invite for
the exploration of a materials’ potential temporal form,
such as rhythms, reaction times, speed, predictability etc.
Instead of shaping these temporal dimensions through
detached means (e.g. by writing code on a computer
screen), the actual interactive behavior of the material is
explored and programmed on the material, in real time and
in-situ. Indeed, even though both visual and tangible
programming paradigms support a complex action space
and interactive behavior, they lack the hands-on in-situ
dimension.
Second, we see how the tools bring us closer to an actual
formgiving practice in interaction design. Through this
practice the unique interactive and physical properties of
the particular materials easily play a key role in both
concept development and actual creation. In a way, material
programming is more in line with traditional crafting
practices, where several dedicated tools are used for
crafting a material, and can be mastered through practice
and skill gained over time. This is not unlike a silversmith’s
practice. The Force tool, for example, provides the
possibility to explore different rhythms and directions of
movement in a shape-changing computational composite,
supporting an understanding of the properties of the
computational composite at hand.
Third, since the physical interaction with the material is
central to this programming practice, the designer can
slowly develop tacit bodily skills and knowledge of how to
use the tools and materials expressive properties. The tools
proposed above allow the interaction designer to use her
body in ways similar to that of crafting non-computational
materials, enabling and utilizing the designer’s expressive
potential and already developed bodily skills. This could,
for example, be reflected in the smooth and refined actions
of sliding the thumbs on the Force tool’s sliding areas to
explore the speed and acceleration of a material’s shapechange. In a similar way, when using the Color tool, the
interaction designer can fine-tune the color change of the
computational composite by smoothly rotating and tapping
on the color disc. This allows the designer to program
different types of complex temporal forms directly with her
body, without using screen-based representations.
Fourth, in its hands-on approach, the material programming
practice resembles the practice of programming by
example, with the key difference that material programing
contains one level of abstraction through the tools. This
simple layer allows the designer to freely couple cause and
effects in input and output to the degree the material allows.

Through designing the tools to support a layered design –
not unlike what we know from Photoshop etc. – the
resulting expressions and interactions can be made quite
intricate and sophisticated. This is also made on the
assumption that the future computational composites will
only hold a minimum of computational capacity. We do
however believe these materials can be coupled with more
advanced computational power once embedded in designs.
Thus, we imagine the possibility of using more advanced
algorithms and databases in a back-end design, which
would also rely on traditional textual programming. In that
sense, computational composites and material programming
can be seen as the front-end of cloud-based Internet-ofThings from a programming perspective.
Finally, an important bonus is that a material programming
practice would likely appeal to more traditional design and
craft practitioners. As such, the design of our future
artifacts and environments would not only rely on designers
brought up in technological educations and practices.
Consequently, we could also expect a more varied and
complex range of expressions and functions.
As proposals of new ideas and research programs go, a full
realization of a material programming practice would not
happen tomorrow. Working towards it would require
collaborations from material science, computer science,
interaction- and industrial design. In the end, it might also
look quite different than proposed here. It is not unfeasible
however. For instance, even textual programming looks
drastically different today from what it did ten years ago, as
it is now more a question of combining libraries than
composing lines of code from scratch. We constantly create
new ways of coping with the complexity of the new
possibilities we have before us – we aim to float on top.
Our vision is that a material programming practice would
represent such a trend in the material realm of interaction
design.
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